MICROLIGHT or PARAMOTOR COLIBRI
PROFICIENCY BADGE APPLICATION
NOTE: Please complete all details in BLOCK letters.

APP-04_V20200110

SAFA #: _____________ Given Name: ___________________ Surname:_____________________________________
NOTE: THE APPLICANT’S MEMBERSHIP OF THE HGFA MUST BE CURRENT.
Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

State: _____________ P/code:______________

Instructor: __________________________Instructor SAFA #:___________ School:_____________________________
Badge Requirements / Skills

Date Achieved

Bronze Colibri
A/ 20 hours solo on microlight aircraft including at least 50 flights.
B/ Three precision landings within 10m of the centre of a given spot.
C/ A precision landing within 20m of the centre of a given spot from a height of 300’ agl with
the throttle fully closed.
D/ Two cross country flights of distance dM x 1 over a triangular course, one with an outlanding
at a designated point along the route.
Silver Colibri
A/ 100 hours on microlight aircraft including at least 200 logged flights.
B/ Two flights to approximately 1000’ agl, stop engine(s), complete a 360° turn and land within 5m
of the centre of a given spot.
C/ Four country flights of distance dM x 2 with any landing or turn points pre-declared. The courses
may be straight, dog-leg (1 turn point), out and return, or triangular (2 turn points).
Gold Colibri
A/ 300 hours on microlight or paramotor aircraft.
B/ Have competed in two National or FAI recognised International Microlight competitions, as
pilot-in-command.
C/ Complete a tour of at least dM x14 to a pre-declared flight plan within 7 consecutive days.
The route to contain at least 3 control points which the aircraft is observed to over-fly or
where a landing is made. Only the final landing of the tour may be made at the initial
departure point.
D/ Hold one of the following:
National microlight instructor rating; or
National microlight record (or have held such a record); or
Have participated in an FAI first category event, as pilot-in-command.
Diamond Colibri
A FAI/CIMA award for an outstanding microlight or paramotoring flying achievement.
Applicants or nominees for Diamond Colibri must be qualified to at least Silver badge standard.
dM is the distance the aircraft can fly in nil wind in one hour at the manufacturer’s published cruise speed. Evidence of dM must be provided as part of the application for a Colibri award

Declaration
I, (FAI Observer or Pilot or FAI Representative) ________________________________________hereby certify that I have
confirmed the above named pilot's SAFA membership status and I verify that the applicant has satisfied all requirements
of the SAFA Operations Manual and the FAI Sporting Code Section 10 for the issue of a:
*Tick Applicable Badge
Silver Colibri Badge [ ]
Bronze Colibri Badge [ ]*
Gold Colibri Badge [

]*

Diamond Colibri Badge [

]*

SIGNATURE: _______________________________ SAFA #: ______________ DATE: _________________

